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vement for an Imaginist Bauhaus (IMIB), 
which was joined by Pinot Gallizio (1902-
1964). One thing that was very clear in 
these early days, as can be seen from 
Alechinsky, was the dependency on abs-
tract pictorial formalism, on which surrea-
lism had such a strong influence through 
frottages and paintings based on those 
done by the mentally ill.
The central role played by Surrealism in 
Europe – particularly in France – beco-
mes even more obvious if we consider how 
after the Second World War the avant-

For the collective imaginary, the 1960s were possibly the most turbulent decade of the 
second half of the 20th Century: Paris, May 1968, is unquestionably seen as the era’s 
main event, encapsulating both the rejection of the conservative class and the exem-
plarities of the radical left.
In her book “May ’68 and its Afterlives”, Kristin Ross claims that the Parisian uprising 
was just one example of a generalised revolutionary trend that rose up against all ac-
cepted rules through dissatisfaction with the international political situation. The writer 
believes that the origins of May 1968 can also be seen in the massacre of Algerians in 
Paris (1961), the Watts riots in California (1965), the Vietnam demonstrations and in 
the traumatic process of Algerian independence. Similarly, May ‘68 was not uniquely 
Parisian: it was Mexican, Argentinean, Czech, German (FRG) and there were even flas-
hes in Franco’s Spain.
In the art history world, May ’68 is circled in red as it provides the definitive link bet-
ween artistic production and political activism. This is mainly because the atmosphere 
of struggle and visual and political criticism that it brought to the workshops and mee-
tings of ’68 was to a large extent generated by the artistic-political Situationist Inter-
national group (1957-1972). 
The Situationist International was a movement of artists, intellectuals and cultural agi-
tators formed from various European groups of the 1950s: the Lettrist International, 
the CoBrA group (acronym for Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam, whence came 
the members Asger Jorn (1914-1973), Karel Appel (1921-2006), Constant (1920-
2005), Pierre Alechinsky (1927) and others) and its successor The International Mo-
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The network of artists and activists calling themselves the “Situationist International” developed a radical cri-
tique of art and analysis of urban space and the culture of the spectacle. The culmination of their critique is the 
abandonment of conventional artistic practice and the development of political activism as the absolute con-
clusion of the avant-garde. It brought with it a lexicon and revolutionary visuality that was to find one of its most 
appropriate settings in the Paris riots of May 1968. 



garde was beginning to be accepted into 
traditional culture. This left its logical heirs 
in a strange position, where the concepts 
of a movement that had published the La 
Révolution surréaliste (in a clear reference 
to the Marxist revolution) were starting 
to enjoy the benefits of accepted culture. 
This was the moment that saw the birth 
of the IS’s idea of renewing the avant-
garde’s political values at a time when the 
USSR was also unable to offer any hope.
Taking over from CoBrA, the IMIB arose 
as an attempt to renew and update the 
discourse on technology, the rapid deve-
lopment of which had completely margi-
nalised art. Jorn’s pictures of this time also 
illustrates the inheritance from Surrealism 
and art autre which, as we will see, was to 
become purified through the introduction 
of literally plagiarised language, cut from 
original texts. Observation of technology 
brought Pinot Gallizio to develop works 
halfway between pictorial cynicism and 
mechanical utopia, as can be seen in his 
industrial paintings: huge rolls of painting, 
the price of which depended on what leng-
th the buyer wanted.
Despite these formalisms, the Imaginist 
Bauhaus was the setting for a number of 
fundamental concepts in the coming Si-
tuationism, such as unitary urbanism and 
pscyhogeography. The first of these was 
vigorously opposed to functionalist archi-
tecture, promoting an urban experience 
far from any utilitarianism; they were after 
city housing that was removed from the 
rational in favour of urbanism that inclined 
more towards the unpredictable, the unex-
pected and desire. 
Psychogeography, on the other hand, 
which predated Situationism’s urban 
movements, consisted of travelling round 
cities guided by sensations, by urban free-
flow, by subconscious bells rung by details 
of the cityscape and by the productivity 
of imagination and experience, transfor-
ming the reality of the cities. Both con-
cepts mean being able to get away from 
the canvas in order to take possession of 
the public space in a totally unexpected 
critical way: an aspiration which in certain 
ways was inherent in the idea of unitary 
urbanism. 
Later works such as the Situationist 

Constant’s New Babylon, 1963, must be 
seen in the light of this critical vision of ur-
banism. The Naked City, 1959, by Guy E. 
Debord (1931-1994) represents a further 
step: it is a map of Paris cut up and arran-
ged to represent the ideas of the artist. 
This is urban reconfiguration in which the 
production of a new spatial arrangement 
is achieved through a primitive detourne-
ment or diversion of an existent image or 
text. This diversion of original works be-
came one of Situationsim’s most funda-
mental contributions, as can be seen for 
example in the modification of comics to 
make the characters shout revolutionary 
slogans.
Detournement would in fact become ano-
ther of the most important concepts to be 
passed on to Situationism: detournement 
taken as diverting, plagiarising something, 
shameless but modified copying of already 
existing cultural artefacts. It is something 
close in concept to collage, representing 
a cultural and visual critique in which the 
artist ceases to be ‘innovative’, but rather 
remixes what already exists. The para-
situationist Gil J. Wolman’s (1929-1995) 
Scotch Art shares this same ability to 
take what already exists to another realm, 
because it consists of sticky tape bea-
ring newspaper print impressions stuck 
to another object. There is also the book 
Mémoires which juxtaposed Asger Jorn’s 
ink splashes with all kinds of found text 
clippings (from Shakespeare to comics), 
which presented an absolute modification 
of existent texts. The book’s cover was 
sandpaper, which was an explicit expres-
sion of the desire that it should be kept 
apart, since it would have destroyed any 
books on the shelf next to it. 
1962 saw the SI’s definitive alignment 
with political activism, as it abandoned 
all connection with avant-garde art prac-
tices: its output ceased to be visual and 
became solely cultural and political theory 
and criticism. Along with early Soviet art, 
this moment can be seen as one of the 
most important in the connection bet-
ween art and politics, thought and action. 
It resulted not only in Guy Debord’s para-
digmatic book Society of the Spectacle, 
which criticised the image as epicentre of 
all economic activity and social relations-
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hips, but also in the transference of Situa-
tionist critique to a far wider social sphere 
(as seen in the slogans on the May 1968 
posters in Paris, as well as in their collecti-
ve production) which formed an ever-avai-
lable revolutionary lexicon. Situationism’s 
contribution to producing the mood of 
social criticism that surged up in 1968 is 
also evident in the proliferation of slogans 
combining political demands with far dee-
per desires.  


